Research on a Composite Voltage and Current Measurement Device for HVDC Networks

Abstract—With the global trend to develop digital substation automation systems, measurement devices are required to be reliable, of small size and light weight and of acceptable accuracy in a wide frequency band. This paper presents a combined high voltage direct current (HVDC) measurement method which comprises the above-mentioned features that makes it suitable for smart grids protection and control applications. The proposed measurement method utilizes Hall sensor array for DC current measurement. DC voltage is measured using a voltage divider circuit while the harmonic currents are measured using a square Rogowski coil made of four straight bars along with a high precision digital integration algorithm. A four-spectral line interpolation fast Fourier transform algorithm based on trapezoidal convolution window is proposed to improve the extraction accuracy of the DC and harmonic components from the measured signal. Experimental results show that the error variation of the proposed method is less than 0.098% for voltage measurement while it is less than 0.104% for current measurement. The harmonic measurement ratio error is less than 0.2% and the angle error is less than 8°.

Index Terms—DC measurement, hall sensor array, Rogowski coil, digital integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

High voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission systems have been given much attention in the last few years. This calls for the essential development of new HVDC measurement devices of specific features [1]-[5]. As such, traditional methods based on electromagnetics and diverters to measure the DC current and voltage signals are gradually replaced by new sensing technologies that feature small volume, light weight, high accuracy and large dynamic range [6]-[9].

For DC current measurement, current transformer based on diverter principle and zero flux DC current transformer are widely used [10]-[12]. Although these transformers feature high measurement accuracy, its large volume and heavy weight restrict their practical field applications on site.

For DC voltage measurement, optical-based method using Pockels effect has been used due to its good insulation performance [13]-[16]. However, optical crystals used in this method are susceptible to temperature, vibration and other factors, which affect the stability and accuracy of this measurement method. A voltage transformer based on photoelectric field integration method is proposed in [17], [18]. However, the presented method is mainly focusing on the simulation of electric field integration and interference factors, without practical validation. Furthermore, the stability and reliability of this technique over a long-term operation still need to be tested.

In order to monitor, protect and control the HVDC networks precisely, it is necessary to accurately measure the harmonic currents and voltages. Rogowski coil is usually used to measure the harmonic currents. However, the commonly used Rogowski coil based on printed circuit board (PCB) technology is difficult to design with enough turns because of the limited space and technical constraints. This results in a small output signal that is vulnerable to noise interference [19]-[21]. The traditional fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm is used to analyze the voltage and current signals with harmonic components in most existing measurement methods [22], [23]. However, the FFT algorithm may decrease the accuracy of signal analysis when the signal exhibits external interference noise. This also calls for a high precision and robust algorithm that can function properly in the expected strong electromagnetic environment of electrical substations.

In summary, existing methods to measure the DC voltage and current exhibit some shortcomings and most of these methods are usually of a single measurement function. The difficulty of multitask measurement devices lies in the design of a suitable sensing method of stable operation, simple structure and the use of various integrated sensors of different reliabilities. Developing a high precision signal processing algorithm, especially for harmonic measurement is another challenge. The main contribution of this paper is:

- the presentation of a new cost-effective combined HVDC digital measurement technique.
- the development of a detailed prototype device of the proposed combined sensing method that can simultaneously measure the DC voltage, DC and harmonic currents with higher accuracy than existing conventional measurement methods.
- for DC current measurement, a ring magnetic field sensor array is utilized to effectively reduce the influence of the external electromagnetic field and improve the measuring accuracy.
- for DC voltage measurement, a method based on resistance and capacitance divider is adopted.
- for harmonic current measurement, a square Rogowski coil that can be equipped with more coil turns in a small space to accurately measure weak harmonic signals is designed and a precise digital integration algorithm is proposed.

II. PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF THE COMBINED MEASUREMENT DEVICE

The structure of the proposed multitask measurement device is shown in Fig.1. The DC current measurement unit, harmonic measurement unit, and the acquisition and transmission unit are located in the high voltage shell. The DC voltage measurement unit is located in the insulating bushing. The signals of the measurement units are transmitted to the acquisition and transmission unit through a shielded cable. Analog to digital conversion takes place in the acquisition and transmission unit which transmits the digital signals to the merging unit through optical fiber (inside the bushing and base) and cable (outside the base). The merging unit also supplies laser energy to the acquisition and transmission unit and it analyzes, processes and displays the measured data, and transmits them to other intelligent devices or computers. Various units in the proposed structure are briefly explained below.
III. MEASUREMENT UNITS

This includes DC current, voltage and harmonic measurement units. The DC voltage measurement unit is of resistive and capacitive components distributed within the insulating bushing. The DC current and harmonic measurement units are located in the high voltage shell, as shown in Fig. 1.

A. DC Current Measurement Unit

1) Basic Principle:

A measuring method for DC current based on a ring Hall magnetic field sensor array is proposed. In this technique, several Hall sensors are evenly distributed on a circular ring and the average measuring value of all Hall sensors is considered as the output value. In this way, the influence of the external magnetic field on the measured current can be minimized and the measurement accuracy can be improved.

The ring Hall magnetic field sensor array has a circular structure of a center coinciding with the axis of the primary conductor. As there is no iron core, no magnetic saturation issue is arising when measuring large DC current. All Hall sensors are evenly distributed on the vertices of the inner regular polygon of the ring forming the sensor array. Fig. 2 shows a ring Hall sensor array consisting of eight Hall sensors. The center of the sensor array \( O \) coincides with the axis of the primary conductor. Assuming the ring sensor array comprises \( n \) Hall sensors, the magnetic induction strength of the \( j \)th Hall magnetic field sensor is \( B_j \), which is correlated to the output voltage \( e_j \) by the Hall coefficient \( K \), then:

\[
e_j = KB_j
\]

The sum of the Hall output voltages of all sensors \( e_{HS} \) is:

\[
e_{HS} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} e_j = K \sum_{j=1}^{n} B_j = \frac{\mu_0 n K I}{2\pi r} = K^* I
\]

where \( \mu_0 \) is the permeability of free space and \( r \) is the distance between the Hall sensor and the conductor.

Then, the primary current \( I \) can be calculated as follows.

\[
I = \frac{e_{HS}}{K^*}
\]

2) Analysis of Interference Factors:

The influence of the number of Hall sensors, off-center position of the primary conductor and the uneven current distribution on the measurement accuracy is analyzed in this section.

In order to analyze the influence of the number of Hall sensors on the measurement accuracy, measurement error when employing various number of Hall sensors in the array is calculated as given in the Appendix. As shown in Table I, for small number of sensors, the measurement error is substantial e.g. it is 9.23% when only one sensor is employed. As the number of sensors increases, the measurement error decreases, but the cost also increases. The error is \( 6 \times 10^{-7} \) when the number of sensors is 8. This negligible error meets the accuracy requirement of 0.2 level. Thus, considering the required measurement accuracy and implementation cost, 8 sensors are used to build the array in the developed hardware setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>Measurement Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.10E-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.00E-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Misalignment of the primary conductor is the most common phenomenon taking place when measuring the current signal using a current transformer. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram when the primary conductor is shifted from \( O \) to \( O_1 \) position with \( \Delta l \) off-center distance. Due to this misalignment, the measurement error can be expressed as follows:

\[
I = \frac{e_{HS}}{K^*} \left( \frac{2r^2 - \sqrt{r^2\Delta l} + \frac{\Delta l}{r}}{2\pi (r^2 + (\Delta l)^2) - \sqrt{2r\Delta l}} \right)
\]

Fig. 2. Hall magnetic field sensor array.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagrams of the primary conductor, (a) even current distribution. (b) uneven current distribution.

TABLE II
INFLUENCE OF UNEVEN CURRENT DISTRIBUTION ON MEASUREMENT ERROR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( I_2 ) (A)</th>
<th>( I_3 ) (A)</th>
<th>Measurement Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above equation is analyzed when \( r = 0.1\)m. Numerical analysis of (4) shows that the measurement error increases with the increase of the off-center distance where it exceeds 0.1% when \( \Delta l \) is 2.5mm. Therefore, the conductor off-center distance should be no more than 2.5mm to maintain the measurement accuracy standard. In practice, the off-center distance can be controlled by adding a fixed ring to maintain the position of the primary conductor.

In order to investigate the influence of uneven distribution of the conductor current on the measurement accuracy, the following analysis is carried out.

Fig. 3(a) shows a schematic diagram when the current is evenly distributed within the conductor while Fig. 3(b) shows two conductors A and B, separated by a distance \( \Delta l \). For small value of \( \Delta l \) and when \( I_1 = I_2 + I_3 \), Fig. 3(b) can represent a situation when the current is not evenly distributed inside the conductor. For \( I_1 = 1000\)A and \( \Delta l = 1\)mm, the variation of the measurement error with the uneven distribution of conductor current is shown in Table II. It can be seen from the table that the effect of uneven conductor current distribution on the measurement error is small and can be ignored.

According to the above analysis, the proposed ring sensor array features a strong anti-interference measurement ability and the current measurement accuracy is not significantly affected by the shape and position of the primary conductor.

**B. DC Voltage Measurement Unit**

The DC voltage measurement unit adopts a voltage divider concept using resistive and equalizing capacitive components. As shown in Fig. 4, there is a \( H \) cascaded voltage divider circuits. The time constant which is correlated to the response time, is an important index to evaluate the performance of the voltage divider circuit. According to relevant technical conditions, the secondary output voltage of the divider needs to be stable within 5ms.

Detailed circuit diagram of the DC voltage divider circuits is shown in Fig. 5. For simplicity, the \( H-l \) units of the low voltage arm in Fig. 4 are combined into a single equivalent circuit comprising \( R_1 \) and \( C_1 \) as shown in Fig. 5.

To avoid the influence of uneven voltage distribution, parallel capacitors are utilized between the high and low voltage resistor arms to achieve voltage equalization. The ratio of the output voltage (\( U_2 \)) to the input voltage (\( U_1 \)) is:

\[
\frac{U_2}{U_1} = \frac{Z_2}{Z_1 + Z_2}
\]  

(5)

Where the impedances of the high voltage (\( Z_1 \)) and low voltage (\( Z_2 \)) sides are given by:

\[
Z_1 = R_1 + \frac{1}{j\omega C_1}
\]

\[
Z_2 = R_2 + \frac{1}{j\omega C_2}
\]  

(6)

Using (5) and (6), the following equation can be derived:
is a real number, and the waveform will not be distorted. Therefore, the imaginary part in (7) is to be eliminated by satisfying the following condition:

$$R_C C_1 = R_C C_2$$  \( \text{(8)} \)

The output voltage varies in proportion to the input voltage when \( U_2 / U_1 \) is a real number, and the waveform will not be distorted. Therefore, the imaginary part in (7) is to be eliminated by satisfying the following condition:

$$R C C_1 = R C_2$$  \( \text{(8)} \)

To improve the performance of the voltage divider circuit, the high and low voltage resistors and capacitors should be matched as much as possible to ensure the consistency of the time constants. Meanwhile, the time constant should be as small as possible for rapid measurement response time.

To calculate the response time of the voltage divider, the resistance of the low voltage arm \( R_1 \) is taken as 126MΩ, which is divided into 5 sections in series, the first four sections are of 25MΩ resistance each, and the last section is of 26MΩ resistance. \( C_1 \) is chosen to be 500pF, which is also divided into 5 sections in series, each section comprises 2500pF capacitance. The value of the high voltage arm resistance \( R_2 \) is 100kΩ. To ensure consistency of the time constants, \( C_2 \) is taken as 650nF. The overall response time of the output voltage measurement of this circuit is as shown in Fig.6. As can be seen, the transient time duration is less than 15µs after which the primary voltage reaches stable and constant level.

As shown in Fig. 5, a gas discharge tube is employed to protect the secondary voltage dividing circuit while a variable resistance is used to maintain the overall output voltage at 2V.

Considering the secondary voltage dividing, the ratio of the overall output voltage to the input voltage is:

$$\frac{U_2}{U_1} = \frac{R_2 R_3}{(1+j\alpha R_3 C_1)(1+j\alpha R_3 C_2)} \frac{1}{1+j\alpha R_3 C_2} \frac{1}{1+j\alpha R_3 C_3} \frac{1}{1+j\alpha R_3 C_4}$$  \( \text{(9)} \)

In order to eliminate or reduce the imaginary part in (9), and by considering the design parameters mentioned above, the secondary voltage dividing resistance \( R_2 \) is set at 4.08kΩ with a 5Ω variable resistance, \( C_2 \) is 16uF, \( R_4 \) is 100kΩ, and \( C_4 \) is 650nF. As shown in Fig.7, by using such design parameters, the overall output voltage is maintained at 2V, and the transient time duration is not more than 15µs, which meets the requirement of the time step response of secondary equipment.

C. Harmonic Measurement Unit

1) Sensor Design:

According to the national standard GB/T 26216.1-2019 [24], DC measurement unit needs to measure the DC current along with its harmonic contents. At present, optical and Rogowski coil sensors are commonly used for DC current harmonic measurement. However, the long-term measurement accuracy and stability of optical sensors are degraded due to the effect of environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. Moreover, the cost of optical sensors is relatively high. On the other hand, Rogowski coil sensors are generally manufactured using PCB technology. Due to the limited size of the PCB, the number of coil turns is limited and hence the accuracy of measuring harmonic currents of low amplitudes is significantly reduced. To solve this problem, a Rogowski coil with a square skeleton is designed in this paper. The proposed Rogowski coil design consists of four straight bar coils as shown in Fig.8. The mathematical model of this design is analyzed below.

When the primary conductor current is in the center of the coil (point \( O \) in Fig. 8), the distances between the primary conductor current and the four sides of the square will be equal. Suppose \( l > d \), the magnetic flux linkage on one side is:

$$\phi = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \phi_k = \frac{\mu \mu_0 d^2}{8} (l + d/2)^2 (l + d/2)^2 \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{1}{2l (N^2 - 2Nk + k^2)}$$  \( \text{(10)} \)

where, \( \phi_k \) is the magnetic flux of the \( k \)th turn coil, \( \mu \mu_0 \) is the magnetic permeability of the material and \( i(t) \) is the current to be measured.

Considering the four straight bar coils, the final voltage output is:
The traditional Rogowski coil generally adopts a circular ring structure with inner and outer rings. While the inner ring can be fully wound up by coil turns, the outer ring cannot be fully wound, which makes the cross-sectional area of the coil turns uneven and thus the measurement accuracy is continuously affected by the misalignment of the primary conductor and other factors. The four straight bar coils in the square Rogowski coil proposed in this paper can be symmetrically wound to maintain consistent coil turns and hence improved measurement accuracy. Moreover, in contrary with the limited number of turns of the conventional Rogowski coil, the number of turns of the proposed square Rogowski coil can reach tens of thousands in a space of 20 cm diameter, which can realize accurate measurement of weak harmonic signals.

The design parameters of the proposed Rogowski coil shown in Fig. 8 are: \( d = 10 \text{mm}, N = 2000 \) turns, and \( l = 80 \text{mm} \). For 50 Hz, 100A current, the output voltage of the square Rogowski coil is about 60mV. When the primary conductor is \( \Delta l \) away from the coil center (as shown by point \( O' \) in Fig. 8), the distance between the primary conductor current and the four square sides is no longer equal. For the convenience of analysis, the square Rogowski coil is divided into four sides \( A, B, C \) and \( D \), as shown in Fig.8. For \( A \) and \( C \)-side coils, the magnetic flux linkage is:

\[
\phi_i = \phi_{i_0} = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\mu_i \mu_o d^2 N^2 (l / d / 2)}{8} i(t)
\]

Similarly, for \( B \)-side coils, the magnetic flux linkage is:

\[
\phi_b = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\mu_i \mu_o d^2 N^2 (l / 2 - \Delta l)}{8} i(t)
\]

For \( D \)-side coils, the magnetic flux linkage is:

\[
\phi_d = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\mu_i \mu_o d^2 N^2 (l / 2 + \Delta l)}{8} i(t)
\]

Therefore, the total magnetic flux linkage is:

\[
\phi_0 = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \phi_k = \phi_i + \phi_b + \phi_c + \phi_d
\]

The measurement error is:

\[
U_m = \frac{4\phi_b - 4\phi_c}{4\phi_i} = \left| \frac{\phi_b - \phi_c}{4\phi_i} \right|
\]

The relationship between measurement error and the off-center distance is investigated when \( d = 10 \text{mm}, N = 2000 \) turns, and \( l = 80 \text{mm} \). The simulation results shown in Fig. 9 reveal that the measurement error increases with the increase of the off-center distance, and the measurement error is less than 0.08% when the off-center distance is less than 2mm. Although the deviation of the installation position will have a certain impact on the measurement accuracy of the square Rogowski coil, the measurement error can be maintained less than 0.1% by improving the manufacturing process, fixing the installation and other measures, which meet the relevant requirements.

2) Digital Integration Algorithm Design:

It can be seen from (11) that the output voltage of the Rogowski coil is the differential of the measured current. If the output voltage of Rogowski coil is measured directly, it will be 10 times different than the power frequency and the 10-th harmonic component of the same amplitude, which brings difficulties to the design of the subsequent circuits. Meanwhile, the frequency fluctuation also affects the coil output, resulting in measurement errors, so the output voltage of the coil needs to be integrated in order to calculate the current. The commonly used analog integrators result in a large error due to the influence of dispersion of the analog devices, bias voltage and other factors [25]. Digital integrator on the other hand, does not exhibit these problems, so it has great application prospects. Rectangular integral, trapezoidal integral and Simpson integral algorithms are commonly used digital integration algorithms [26]. One of the main indicators for evaluating the performance of digital integration is its consistency with the ideal integral response curve. The integral algorithms mentioned above have a certain deviation from the ideal integral response curve. In view of this situation, an improved digital integration algorithm is proposed in this paper. The \( z \)-transform transfer function of this digital integration algorithm is as follows:

\[
H_z(z) = \frac{T}{32} \frac{7 + 8z^{-1/2} + z^{-1}}{1 - z^{-1/2}}
\]

The ideal integral transfer function in the frequency domain is:

\[
H_I(j\omega) = \frac{1}{j\omega}
\]
The added delay factor won’t affect the amplitude response of the proposed integral as can be seen from Fig. 11(a). On the other hand, Fig. 11(b) shows that the phase response of the improved digital integral with the added delay factor is consistent with that of the ideal integral, and thus the integral error is negligible. Since fractional part of (19) cannot be directly realized in practical applications, it can be converted into a series sum of integer approximate delays using finite impulse response (FIR) Lagrange interpolator filters and Thiran all pass infinite impulse response (IIR) filters [27].

The accuracy of the digital integration is affected by the sampling frequency. The errors at different sampling frequencies (4 kHz, 6.4 kHz and 12.8 kHz) are shown in Fig. 12. By comparing the amplitude error at three different sampling frequencies, it can be observed that the error can be effectively decreased by increasing the sampling frequency. In practical applications, the sampling frequency is usually set at 12.8 kHz, which results in an error of less than 0.001 which meets the accuracy requirement of the harmonic measurement.

**D. Acquisition and transmission unit**

The acquisition and transmission unit receives the signals from the measurement units, including DC voltage signal, DC current signal and harmonic signals as shown in the functional schematic diagram of Fig. 13.

The output signals of the three channels, are transmitted to the signal processing and signal filtering circuits and then converted into digital signals through the analog to digital (A/D) circuit. The digital signals are then passed into a microprocessor (MCU) for frame processing after which the processed signals are transmitted to the merging unit in the low voltage side through optical fibers. The MCU receives the synchronized signals from the merging unit and controls the A/D converter. The circuits of high voltage side are energized by laser power. The power supply and communication between the high voltage side and the low voltage side are realized by optical fiber, which effectively ensures the isolation between the two sides and improves the anti-interference performance of the signal transmission.
**E. Measurement software algorithm**

The merging unit frames the signals received from the acquisition and transmission unit according to IEC 61850-9-2 after which it transmits the processed data to a subsequent smart device or personal computer (PC) [28].

The developed PC software graphical user interface (GUI) is shown in Fig.14. This software can analyze, calculate, display and store data of DC voltage, DC current and harmonics. Meanwhile, pressure and early warning of SF₆ leakage used in the gas discharge protection tube can be monitored. The proposed algorithm along with simulation results are presented below.

1) **Principle of four-spectral line interpolation based on trapezoidal self-convolution window:**

In order to extract the DC and harmonic current signals accurately, windowed FFT algorithms are usually used [29]. To overcome the issue of spectrum leakage and fence effect caused by asynchronous sampling, the selection of a window function with good performance is a key for precise signal analysis [30]. In this paper, a four-spectral line interpolation FFT algorithm based on trapezoidal self-convolution window is adopted. The time-domain expression of the trapezoidal window is:

\[
 w_{\text{tra}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
 \frac{2ht}{T-l} & 0 \leq t < \frac{T-l}{2} \\
 h & \frac{T-l}{2} \leq t < \frac{T+l}{2} \\
 \frac{2(T-t)}{T-l} & \frac{T+l}{2} \leq t < T 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(20)

where \( h \) is the trapezoidal window height, usually 1.

By discretizing the trapezoidal window into a discrete trapezoidal window sequence with a length of \( M \), equation (21) can be obtained:

\[
 w_{\text{tra}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
 \frac{2m}{M-L-1} & 0 \leq m < \frac{M-L-1}{2} \\
 1 & \frac{M-L-1}{2} \leq m < \frac{M+L-1}{2} \\
 \frac{2(M-m-1)}{M-L-1} & \frac{M+L-1}{2} \leq m < M 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(21)

where, \( M \) is the time domain length, and \( L \) is the upper length of the trapezoidal window.

In order to ensure that the trapezoid is an isosceles, the upper length of the trapezoidal window is generally even and is in the range of \( 0 < L < M - 2 \).

When \( M=128 \) and \( L=20 \), the amplitude frequency response is shown in Fig.15.

The trapezoidal convolution window is the result of time domain convolution of several trapezoidal windows. Suppose \( P \) is the order of convolution, then the \( P \)-order trapezoidal self-convolution window can be expressed as follows:

\[
 w_{\text{tra}} = w_{\text{tra}}(t) * w_{\text{tra}}(t) * ... * w_{\text{tra}}(t) 
\]

According to the convolution theorem, the convolution of trapezoidal windows in the time domain is equal to their multiplication in the frequency domain, so the expression of trapezoidal self-convolution window in frequency domain is:

\[
 W_{\text{tra}}(\omega) = W_{\text{tra}}(\omega)W_{\text{tra}}(\omega)...W_{\text{tra}}(\omega) = [W_{\text{tra}}(\omega)]^P 
\]  

(23)

The sidelobe peak level and sidelobe attenuation rate of the trapezoidal self-convolution window depend on the convolution order. The higher the convolution order, the better the sidelobe performance of the trapezoidal window. The principal lobe width of the four order self-convolution window is \( 8\pi/(M-1+L) \). The peak level of the sidelobe is -128, and the attenuation rate is 48. In order to reduce the error caused by the fence effect, FFT harmonic detection method based on spectral line interpolation principle is often used. The four-spectral lines interpolation method takes full account of the spectrum information contained in the four spectral lines near the peak point. The correction value of the harmonic parameter can be obtained through weighted operation. The accuracy of this method is higher than the three- and the two-spectral lines interpolation methods.
Fig. 15. Amplitude frequency response of trapezoidal window.

Fig. 16. Accuracy of various window functions in harmonic analysis.
(a) Amplitude relative error, (b) Phase relative error.

2) Simulation analysis:
In order to verify the robustness of the trapezoidal window, the accuracy of the fourth order trapezoidal self-convolution window, fourth order triangular window and fourth order Hanning window are analyzed by Matlab. The results are shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen from the simulation results that when the number of sampling points is 512, the accuracy of the four-spectral line interpolation algorithm based on four order trapezoidal self-convolution window used in this paper is higher than the Hanning self-convolution window with 1024 sampling points. When the number of sampling points of the four-line interpolation algorithm based on four order trapezoidal self-convolution window is 1024, the extraction accuracy of the DC current and harmonic components is higher than the other algorithms, which attests the accuracy of the proposed method in this paper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Results
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed combined method for DC voltage and current measurements, a prototype of the proposed structure in Fig. 1 is built with design parameters: rated voltage ($U_n$), ±126kV with error less than ±0.2% in the range of 10% $U_n$ to 120% $U_n$. Rated current ($I_n$), 3000A, with error less than ±0.2% in the range of 10% $I_n$ to 120% $I_n$. The measurement range for harmonics is 50 Hz to 1200 Hz. When the harmonic current is 20% $I_n$, the amplitude error for harmonic measurement is less than ±0.5%, and the phase error is less than 500μs.

A schematic diagram of the measurement experimental setup is shown in Fig. 17. In the developed setup, the error of the proposed combined measurement device is obtained by comparing its measurement results with that obtained using a standard transformer. In order to verify the performance and accuracy of the developed hardware, the below measurements were carried out.

Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of the measurement experimental setup.

The accuracy of the DC current measurement is tested within the range 300A to 3600A, corresponding to 10% to 120% of the rated current, as listed in Table III. As can be seen, the error variation of the current measurement is less than 0.104% in the range of 10% to 120% of the rated current, and the error variation at the same test point is less than 0.012% in the
process of current rise and fall. This validates the high accuracy of the proposed method in measuring the DC current.

### TABLE III
ACCURACY TEST FOR DC CURRENT MEASUREMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of rated current (%)</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
<th>Percentage of rated current (%)</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>drop to 10</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>drop to 20</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>drop to 40</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>drop to 60</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>drop to 80</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>drop to 100</td>
<td>-0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To assess the accuracy of the voltage measurement, a rated voltage of ±126kV is considered in the test. The rated digital output is 2D41H. The test results obtained by changing the applied DC voltage in the range 10% to 120% of the rated output is 2D41H. The test results obtained by changing the same test point is less than 0.010% in the process of voltage rise and fall. These results prove the high accuracy of the proposed method in measuring the DC voltage.

Based on the national standard GB/T 20840.8-2007 [31], the accuracy of the harmonic current measurement is tested within the range 1 to 24th harmonic orders with a fundamental component of 100 A. Measurements listed in Table V show that in this harmonic range, the ratio error of the harmonic current measurement unit is less than ±0.2%, while the phase error is less than ±8°, and the phase deviation of each harmonic measurement is far less than the designed target of 500μs.

The obtained measurement accuracy is higher than the non-contact voltage transformer method reported in [32] and the electronic current transformer method presented in [33]. It is worth mentioning that conventional devices can only perform one measurement task for either voltage or current which calls for two transformers and two insulating bushings to perform simultaneous voltage and current measurements. The proposed combined measurement device only needs one insulating bushing and one standard transformer. In addition, a ring hall sensor array is used for dc current measurement, which substantially reduces the volume, weight and cost of the proposed device compared with the conventional current transformer based on diverter principle. This makes the proposed device a cost-effective candidate for HVDC networks control and protection systems applications.

### TABLE IV
ACCURACY TEST FOR DC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of rated voltage (%)</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
<th>Percentage of rated voltage (%)</th>
<th>Ratio error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>drop to 10</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>drop to 50</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>drop to 80</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>drop to 100</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Discussion

The proposed measuring device features several advantages when compared with the traditional single function measurement transformer in terms of reduced volume, weight and cost. The proposed device is expected to find wide applications in the protection and control of the HVDC networks. However, there still are two key shortcomings call for further improvement; these are: 1) the use of new sensing technology such as the optical microelectromechanical systems to further decrease the device size and improve its reliability; 2) the proposed device utilizes two sensing units to realize simultaneous voltage and current measurements. Development of a new multi-parameter sensor will enable the device to perform such measurements using only one sensing unit and hence reducing its cost and complexity. While the current research on multi-parameter sensors mainly focuses on the simultaneous measurements of non-electrical signals such as temperature and humidity, a sensor for simultaneous voltage and current measurements is expected to receive much attention in the future research direction especially with the global trend to establish micro / smart grids and HVDC networks.

### V. Conclusion

In this paper, a combined technique to simultaneously measure the DC voltage, current and harmonic current is proposed. The rated voltage of the DC voltage measurement unit is ±126kV, with a variation error less than 0.098% within the range of 10%~120% of the rated voltage. The rated current of the DC current measurement unit is 3000A, with a variation error less than 0.104% in the range of 10%~120% of the rated current. The frequency range for the harmonic current measurement is 50~1200Hz, the ratio error is less than 0.2%, and the phase error is less than 8°. This combined measurement technique features small size, low cost, high accuracy, wide frequency band and of is of reliable digital output, which is in line with the future development direction of digital substations automation systems.

### APPENDIX

Influence of the number of sensors on measurement accuracy:

Fig.A-1 shows the influence of the number of array’s sensors on the measurement accuracy. Conductor B is located at the center of the sensor array that comprises n-Hall sensors evenly distributed on a circle of radius r. In the figure, \(B_A\) and \(B_B\) are the magnetic field densities generated due to currents in two
adjacent conductors A and B that are measured by the k-th hall sensor, d is the distance between the two conductors and \( \theta_k \) is the angle between the k-th Hall sensor and AB line. When the two conductors’ currents are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction, the measurement error \( I_e \) as a function of the number of sensors and the physical dimensions of the ring Hall sensor array is:

\[
I_e = \frac{r}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{d \cos \theta_k + r}{d^2 + r^2 + 2dr \cos \theta_k}
\] (A-1)

Equation (A-1) is used to obtain the results in Table I by assuming \( r = 0.1m \) and \( d = 1m \).
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